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Method for Counting Mitoses by Image Processing in
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This study describes an image process-
ing method for the assessment of the
mitotic count in Feulgen-stained breast
cancer sections. The segmentation proce-
dure was optimized to eliminate 95-88%
of the nonmitoses, whereas 11% of the mi-
toses did not survive the segmentation
procedure. Contour features and optical
density measurements of the remaining
objects were computed to allow for clas-
sification. Twelve specimens were ana-
lyzed, nine used to serve as a training set,
and three put aside for later use as hide-
pendent test set. The fully automatic im-
age processing method correctly classi-
fied 81% of the mitoses at the specimen
level while inserting 30% false positives.

The automatic procedure strongly corre-
lated with the interactive counting proce-
dure (r = 0.98). Although the fully auto-
matic method provided satisfactory
results, it is not yet suited for clinical
practice. The automated method with an
interactive evaluation step gave an accu-
rate reflection of the mitotic count show-
ing an almost perfect correlation with the
results of the interactive morphometry (r
= 0.998). Therefore this semiautomated
method may be useful as prescreening
device. © 1993 Wiley-lass, Inc.

Key terms: Image analysis, tissue sec-
tion, mitotic count, automatic evaluation,
breast cancer

The number of mitoses seen in tissue sections is an
important factor in grading many malignancies, espe-
cially for the prognosis of breast, ovarian, and other
tumors (1,20,22,29). Also, mitotic activity is a method
to evaluate the rate of proliferation of tumors. Usually,
the proliferative activity of tissue is expressed as the
mitotic activity index, defined as the number of mitoses
detected in a confined and well-defined microscopic
area divided by a measure for that area. Classifications
may fall into low, moderate, or high mitotic rate (29).
To assess the proliferative activity of tumor cells, the
mitotic count is related to the total number of analyzed
nuclei.

Currently, the mitotic activity index is determined
by interactively counting the number of mitoses with a
grid inserted in the microscope. Standardized slide
preparation, careful and reproducible selection of the
most cell-rich area of the tumor, a strict protocol for
defining mitoses, and controlled microscope conditions
are prerequisites for a reliable count. Then it is com-
parable with findings in other studies and laboratories
(2). Despite these precautions, interactive counting of
mitosis is still a subjective task and therefore not per-
fectly reproducible. Furthermore, the work is time-con-

suming and tedious. At present, determination of the
mitotic activity index accounts for a considerable part
of the workload in our laboratory. Therefore, automat-
ing part of the mitotic counting is a desired goal. In this
work, we describe a semiinteractive approach to assess
the number of mitoses in tissue sections by image pro-
cessing on a low cost pathology workstation.

Image analysis of histological sections thus far has
mainly focused on the assessment of DNA content
(4,13), morphometry of carcinoma cells (28), and meth-
ods to measure and express architectural features
(7,24-26,31). Image analysis of tissue sections poses
complex problems because the cells do not lie loose but
may severely overlap, with no clear background, and
the appearance of cells is altered through the introduc-
tion of cutting artifacts and variation in tissue thick-
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ness and staining. In the analysis of tissue sections,
much attention is paid to the segmentation process as
errors in this step heavily influence subsequent fea-
ture extraction and eventually the classification pro-
cess.

To our knowledge, the only study on the automated
recognition of mitoses in tissue sections is by Kaman et
al. (16). They describe a feasibility study that aimed at
keeping the false-negative fraction (missed mitoses) as
low as possible. After a global and local segmentation
technique, potential mitoses were selected and subse-
quently classified using contour features. The result
was a relatively large net loss of 37% mitoses, whereas
5% of the nonmitotic nuclei survived. Part of these un-
satisfactory findings may be explained by a number of
factors that complicated that study. First, the staining
used was haematoxylin-eosin, which is standard prac-
tice in routine pathology but unsuitable for image pro-
cessing as it severely hampers the segmentation pro-
cess. Second, the analysis involved a photographic step
prior to digitization, which may seriously have de-
graded the image quality with loss of detail informa-
tion and nonlinear response in intensity. Third, images
were scanned at five bit resolution, severely limiting
the measurable contrast and accuracy of optical den-
sity values.

In this work, we analyze breast cancer specimens
stained with the Feulgen reaction to facilitate the seg-
mentation and to allow for proper optical density mea-
surements. The images are recorded from specimen
through a camera-equipped microscope.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Material

Twelve tissue sections of invasive ductal breast can-
cer were used in this study. Tissue specimens were
fixed in 4% neutral (buffered) formalin at pH = 7.0. It
has been hypothesized that mitotic figures disappear
due to fixation delay (3). However, recently it has been
demonstrated that mitotic figures do not really disap-
pear but mainly become pycnotic and that S-phase frac-
tions do not change as a result of delayed fixation (10).
Yet mitotic figures may become more difficult to iden-
tify with increased fixation delay. Therefore, all tu-
mors were fixed within 6 h after excision and kept at
4°C in the meantime.

From the paraffin-embedded tissue blocks, 4-(xm sec-
tions were cut. One slide was haematoxylin-eosin (HE)
stained to serve as visual control, and one section of
each breast specimen was stained by the Feulgen pro-
cedure (11). Based on the outcome of previous interac-
tive mitoses counting, nine specimens were selected
having low, moderate, or high mitotic rates (three of
each). The nine corresponding Feulgen sections served
as a learning set to cover the spectrum of mitosis ap-
pearing in breast tumors. The remaining three speci-
mens were put aside to serve as a test set. Under guid-
ance of one of us (J.P.A.B.), areas on the slides of the

complete data set were selected to include the most
relevant part of the tumor for mitoses counting.

Interactive Procedures
To evaluate the image processing method, interac-

tive mitoses counting was performed on the standard
HE and on the Feulgen-stained sections. The HE-pre-
pared slides were used to assess the mitotic activity
index (MAI) according to strictly defined criteria (1,2).
Careful selection of the measurement area and count-
ing of the mitoses in 10 adjacent microscopic fields
were performed by a trained technician, using a 40 x
objective (NA = 0.75) with a field diameter of 450 (a-m,
yielding the MAI. Specimens with a MAI < 10 were
classified as "low MAI," "moderate" when having a
MAI between 10 and 20, and "high" with a MAI ̂  20.
The same microscopic fields were selected in the Feul-
gen-stained adjacent slides for interactive counting as
well as image processing. The Feulgen specimens were
evaluated by two observers. The correlation between
the mitotic counts of the first and the second observer
of the entire set was almost perfect (r = 0.994). This
demonstrates that the interactive counting may serve
as a good reference for the image processing methods.

Instrumentation
A microscope TV system was used consisting of an

UEM frame (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped
with a 40 x dry-lens plan objective (N.A. = 0.65), and
a TYK91D camera with a chalnicon tube, (Bosch, Stutt-
gart, Germany). The slide was moved with an auto-
matic scanning stage (Marzhauser, Wetzlar, Germany)
with a step size of 0.25 (im; and focusing used an auto-
focus device (Zeiss) operating on the TV signal. The
specimens were illuminated with a halogen light
source, using a monochrome filter at the wavelength of
the maximum absorption of the Feulgen stain (A. = 550
nm, AX = 10 nm). The images of 512 x 512 elements
were digitized with a MATROX video board PIP1024B
(Matrox Electronic Systems, Dorval, Quebec, Canada)
in an 8-bit grey value resolution. The pixel-to-pixel dis-
tance at the specimen level was 0.31 jim. Image pro-
cessing was performed on a SUN386i (Sun Microsys-
tems, Mountain View, CA) running under the UNIX
operating system with a color monitor at a spatial res-
olution of 1,152 x 900 in 8 bit.

The automatic mitoses recognizer was developed and
evaluated using the multilevel interactive image pro-
cessing environment SCILAIM (17). This software
package offers a large set of basic image processing
operations and in addition is programmable through a
C interpreter. The image processing package is espe-
cially effective in the analysis of objects. Image data as
well as numerical data resulting from measurements
image data can be stored in combined databases.

From the interactive system for pattern recognition,
ISPAHAN (14), the Fisher linear discriminant option
was used for statistical feature evaluation and classi-
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itaage A [512*512]

FIG. 1. Result of the region-grow algorithm, showing overlaying contours of microscopic image con-
taining mitoses (objective 40 x, NA 0.65).

fication. Linear regression analysis was carried out
with the BMDP statistical software package.

Image Processing
Image processing favoured the detection of mitotic

figures to achieve successful discrimination between
mitoses and other objects such as artefacts and nuclei
of inflammatory cells. Mitoses appear as compact and
highly dense objects, usually showing hairy extensions
at the boundary. They appear in various shapes and
sizes, depending on the internal state of the cell, the
phase of the division when the mitosis was captured,
the cutting angle, and preparational factors. They may
appear as almost perfectly circular, rod shape, or,
rarely, propeller shape. Sometimes the mitosis appears
loose in the field of view where the surrounding cells
are more or less tightly packed. However, mitoses may
overlap with other nuclei, ranging from barely touch-
ing to completely overlapping. The segmentation of
these complex images in tissue section poses problems
that are difficult to solve. In addition, artefacts, nuclei
of inflammatory cells, and dense cell fragments may
closely resemble a mitosis.

Simple thresholding of the image was not sufficient
for properly detecting mitoses, so region growing was
selected as an alternative segmentation approach,
which adapts itself locally. Using the fact that mitoses
are particularly compact and dense objects, the darkest
pixel is used as the starting point for the region grow-
ing algorithm. Starting from such a "seed" point, the
initial region grows by aggregating pixels that have
similar properties. Connected pixels are assigned to a
region only if all following conditions are fulfilled: (1)
the candidate pixel is 8-connected to the currently
found region, (2) the absolute difference in grey level of
the candidate point and the average grey level of the
current region do not exceed a predetermined level
Paverage> or the gradient at the candidate point is as-
cending with more than a fixed value Gradient, (3) the
intensity value of the candidate point must be smaller
than the estimated background value Bbackground. The
parameter Paverage is set to °f difference be-
tween maximum and minimum grey levels in the en-
tire image as a measure of contrast. The value for the
parameter G^^nt must be substantially higher than
the noise level present in the system. Setting
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FIG. 2. Images of various specimens showing variety in staining intensity and tumor cell packing
(objective 40 x .NA 0.65).

at 5% of the dynamic range gave satisfactory results.
To prevent the object from growing into the back-
ground, Bbackground was determined through an itera-
tive clustering procedure using the grey level histo-
gram (23).

As a result, the region growing algorithm effectively
approximated the contours of the mitoses, which is of
great importance for the precise computation of the
contour features (Fig. 1). This algorithm was inte-
grated in the image processing method to detect the
mitoses, consisting of the steps outlined below.

1. Shading correction. Prior to every session, the mi-
croscope was carefully adjusted to ensure as standard-
ized conditions as possible. The images were linearly
corrected for shading with two empty images according
to a procedure detailed previously (ig). The corrected
grey values thus provide a measure for the local den-
sity.

2. (a) Seed points. The seed points for the region
growing process were found by applying a rigorous low
threshold on the image. The initial threshold is set at
30 for T < 160, 50 for T > 170, and at 40 for 160 < T <
170 where T is the level of the isodata algorithm (23).
In this way, parts that are sufficiently dense are con-
sidered as candidate points and the bulk of nuclei are
excluded from further analysis as they no longer par-
ticipate in the segmentation process. However, setting
too low a threshold results in a loss of potential mito-
ses. Also, the segmentation must be proof against prep-
arational and staining variability of the specimen, see
Figure 2. This procedure yielded satisfactory results on
the training set in that seeds of all mitoses were re-
tained; this was checked by comparing how many mi-
toses were detected automatically per image field and
interactively in the same field, (b) Region growing. The
aggregation process starts from the seed points, and
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FIG. 3. Image databases containing the four classes of objects: A. mitoses, B. nuclei, C. nuclei of
inflammatory cells, D. artefacts.

points are included according to the described region
grow procedure.

3. Reduction of objects. Objects were excluded from
further analysis if they were too small (AREA < 8.1
|jim2) or too large (AREA > 96.1 p-m2), under the rea-
sonable assumption that objects of these dimensions
are not mitotic nuclei.

4. Object features. Of the remaining objects, the fol-
lowing grey value features were measured: the optical
mass (ODMASS), the average optical density
(ODMEAN), the standard deviation of optical density
(ODSTDEV). In addition the minimum grey value of
the object (MINGREY) was determined as well as a
measure for the homogeneity (HOMOG) (32). Beside
the area (AREA) and the perimeter (PERI), the bend-
ing energy along the contour (BEND) (33) was deter-
mined. The bending energy is especially effective in the
detection of irregularities in the contour, anticipating
the presence of the hairy extensions of the mitotic fig-
ures. Along with these features, the contour ratio
(CRAT) was computed, which is a measure of the de-
viation from a perfect circular object. The nine speci-

mens of the learning set were scanned to construct four
classes of image databases containing: (1) mitoses, (2)
nuclei, (3) artefacts, and (4) nuclei of inflammatory and
necrotic cells (hereafter denoted as deviates). The nu-
merical features were stored in a separate database,
including the position of the object on the slide to allow
for relocation and visual verification through the mi-
croscope.

5. Object classification. Classification was done using
a Fisher linear discriminant (FLD) rule. The rule found
in the learning phase favouring the class of mitosis was
implemented in the specimen screening system to test
the overall performance at the specimen level.

It is important to avoid counting in inflammatory
fields and necrotic areas. The detection of such areas is
implemented in the method as follows. A field is sus-
pected and excluded from further analysis when more
objects than a fixed threshold are present and the cri-
teria of size, roundness, and homogeneity are fulfilled.

The entire training set was manually screened to
gather evenly and randomly objects in all four classes
and store them in separate image databases (see Fig. 3)
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FIG. 4. End-user application for the (semi-)automated detection of mitoses.

to obtain a representative population of all four differ-
ent objects. Classification was performed at the object
level with this training set resulting in the first FLD
rule. This FLD rule was then implemented in the pro-
gram to screen the nine specimens once again, now on
an area preselected by a trained technician and by an
exhausting search on all objects that fulfil the criteria
for either class.

The objects found were first put in two image data-
bases, one for mitoses and one for nonmitoses. A sepa-
rate program read and displayed the two saved image
databases and gave the user the opportunity to select
an object of the original database and put it into one of
the four new databases (mitoses, cells, artefacts, and
deviates). Thereafter, classifications were subse-
quently checked by an experienced histopathologist on
erroneously placed objects. Using this new classifica-
tion at the object level, a new FLD rule was developed
to separate these four groups favouring the class of
mitoses by keeping as many mitotic figures in the mi-
totic class as possible.

This second (final) FLD rule (see Appendix) was used
to update the decision rule. Next, the program was ex-

ercised over the selected areas of the entire training set
at the specimen level. The test set, consisting of the
three slides put aside, was scanned as a practical ex-
periment. The mitoses and nonmitoses automatically
found by the system were presented to the user in com-
posite images to allow for interactive evaluation. Si-
multaneously the slides were relocated to the precise
object positions to permit visual verification through
the microscope; the application is shown in Figure 4. A
similar visual interaction has been successfully applied
in other studies as well (6). Two observers indepen-
dently screened the image databases for mitoses. When
in doubt, the object was not regarded as a mitosis.

RESULTS
The results of the analysis of the objects gathered

manually by selecting the object on the computer
screen and storing the selected image part in an image
database are given in Table 1. To avoid bias, objects
were assembled as evenly and randomly as possible
over the slides, not maximizing per slide. The confusion
matrix in Table 1 gives an estimate of the correct rec-
ognition rate achievable in practice. After step 2a,
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Table 1
Confusion Matrix for the Interactively Obtained Objects"

Pre-
process-

ing
Nuclei
Artefacts
Deviates
Mitoses

250
30
6
0

Nuclei
25
0
0
0

Arti-
facts

0
9
5

12

Deviates
0
0

33
6

Mitoses
0

10
37

167

Total
275
49
81

185

Table 2
Confusion Matrix for the Automatically Selected Objects*

Nuclei Artefacts Deviates Mitoses Total

"After processing and classification, where preprocessing
shows the number of objects that are eliminated setting a
rigorous low threshold to be used for region growing.

-90% of the nuclei, 60% of the artefacts, and 7% of
deviates were excluded, whereas none of the mitoses
was eliminated. In the classification analysis that fol-
lowed, nearly 10% of the mitoses were lost, whereas
none of the nuclei, 20% of the artefacts, and 46% of the
deviates were incorrectly classified as mitosis.

The classification results of the second, more realis-
tic experiment, where the objects have been automat-
ically selected from slides using the FLD rule obtained
from the first training experiment, are given in Table
2. The classification of the mitoses degraded from a net
loss of 10-21%, whereas the mitosis class contained
27% of all the nonmitoses. The number of mitoses in
Tables 1 and 2 are almost the same, but this is pure
coincidence. The mitoses found in the first training ex-
periment were randomly and evenly selected from the
entire tissue area to obtain representative images, but
in the second test experiment, all the mitoses in the
predefined areas were examined. This also holds for the
artefacts and deviates. In the first training experiment,
only representative objects were gathered, but in the
second test, all the objects in the predefined area
matching the features were gathered, resulting in
larger groups. This explains the difference in false neg-
ative rates of Tables 1 and 2. At the specimen level,
using the second FLD rule, the results were consistent
with the previous values; see Table 3a. In total, 19%
(37 of 199) of the detected mitoses were erroneously
classified in the first training experiment, whereas
overall 30% (24 of 80) of the nonmitoses remaining
after the segmentation process were incorrectly classi-
fied in the second test experiment (Table 3b). Table 3a
also indicates that 11% (25 out of 224) of the mitoses
were missed when compared with the interactive
counting procedure. The error rates on the test slides,
Table 3b, were compatible with those of the training
set.

To evaluate the outcome of the image processing, the
fully automatic mitoses counting (AMIT) and the au-
tomatic mitoses counting followed by an interactive
step (AIMIT) were compared with interactively count-
ing of mitoses (1,2), see Figure 5. The figure demon-
strates an excellent correlation for both procedures.
However, the fully automatic procedure (R = 0.980)
would lead to a shift in classification for two specimens.

Nuclei
Artefacts
Deviates
Mitoses

28
17
41
0

12
219
227

17

5
71

608
23

4
212
257
148

49
519

1133
188

"After image processing and classification, using the FLD
found in experiment 1.

The automatic analysis combined with an interactive
step is nearly perfect, with a correlation coefficient of
0.998. Finally, the image processing was related to the
interactive MAI assessments performed on the HE sec-
tions as displayed in Figure 6. To this end, the values of
the automatic assessments (AIMAI) were normalized
to 10 high power fields to be comparable with the in-
teractive MAI values. The results of both methods were
highly comparable (R = 0.990). The formula for calcu-
lation of the AMIT is given in the Appendix.

DISCUSSION
The objective of this study was to investigate the

potential of image processing for semiautomated mito-
ses counting in tissue sections. At present, mitoses
counting is done interactively by a human observer. To
reach sufficient accuracy, a considerable number of
fields has to be analyzed, and ongoing motivation and
concentration is required.

Although the mitotic count has been widely accepted
as a prognostic indicator for malignancy of tumors, the
main criticism on mitosis counting has been focused on
the (assumed) lack of reproducibility due to the subjec-
tive nature of the procedure (8,9,27,34). Nonetheless,
the variance in the level of mitotic activity assessments
may be kept within reasonable limits by applying a
strict protocol (19,21). Under all circumstances, how-
ever, evaluation of the mitotic count remains a subjec-
tive, tedious, and time-consuming task. Therefore, we
have explored the possibilities of automating this task
employing image processing.

To our knowledge, there have been few attempts to
assess the mitotic rate automatically. A few studies
have been dedicated to the standardization of the mi-
totic activity index (12,15) or to the issue of how many
microscopic fields need to be counted (34). A special
silver staining has been described (5), which is claimed
to facilitate the recognition of mitoses. However, the
stain suffers from the fact that stroma and inflamma-
tory cells are also stained. Since these tissue compo-
nents are particularly difficult to avoid in the analysis,
the automation value of this stain is unclear. In addi-
tion, in a bladder tumor study (30), this staining
method succeeded in preparing specimens suitable for
analysis in only —70%.

Kaman et al. (16) described an attractive approach
for detecting mitoses by image processing. However,
practical and methodological difficulties stood in the
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Table 3

Analysis with Automatic Classification, Automatic Analysis Followed by Interactive Step, and
Absolute Observer Agreement Counted Manually (all in identical microscopical fields)

Automatic analysis with
Automatic analysis interactive evaluation

Specimen

(a) Training Set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Total

(b) Test Set
10
11
12
Total
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n
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Mitoses

81
33
18
36
52

119
122
39
48

548

86
155
47

288

S/
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/
/
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/*

Non-
mitoses Mitoses

133
59
63
70

160
75
73

110
212
955

298
173
99

570

/

+
0

—
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14
1
0
1

64
55
4
1

162

2
44
10
56
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Mitoses classified Interactive
as nonmitoses counting
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2 4
1 2
0 2
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6 70
1 5
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37 224

2 4
18 71
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24 93
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FIG. 5. Results of the image processing related to the manually
counting procedure. On the vertical axis the fully automatic image
analysis (AMIT) and the image analysis followed by interactive eval-
uation (AIMIT).

0 20 40 60 BO 100 120 140 160 1BO 200

INTERACTIVE MAI

FIG. 6. Results of the automatic analysis related to the interactive
morphometric method. The measurements are expressed in the mi-
totic activity index (MAI).

way of useful implementation. Their result of 37% loss
of mitoses may best be compared with the 10% misclas-
sification in Table 1, where it is important to note that
our Table 1 was arrived at with low resolution.

In breast cancer sections, the prognostically relevant
area of the tumor for mitoses counting comprises — IO7

pixels, containing —5,000-10,000 nuclei. In our
method, the detection of mitoses is facilitated by elim-
inating 95-98% of the nonmitoses. In this process, 10%
of the mitoses also were lost. The main reason for loos-
ing a mitosis is low optical density (thereby not surviv-
ing the initial threshold), or small size because of sec-

tioning and lying on the edge of the scan field. In the
automatic classification procedure, 80% of the mitoses
were retained. Probably, operating at relatively low
resolution, the discrimination between mitoses and
nonmitoses is weakened as contour features are less
pronounced compared to high resolution.

For the breast specimens used in this study, the im-
age processing method mainly gives satisfactory re-
sults. When related to the interactive counting proce-
dure, the correlation was strong (R = 0.98). However,
for specimens with a low number of mitoses, the fully
automatic procedure led to a significant discrepancy in
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two out of the 12 cases. Therefore, at present, interac-
tive evaluation of the results of automatic procedure is
required and gives an almost perfect correlation (R =
0.998) with the mitotic activity index determined
through interactive morphometry.

It may be concluded that the fully automated method
gives satisfactory results but is not yet suited for clin-
ical practice, whereas the semiautomated method gives
reliable results and may be used as a prescreening de-
vice. It offers advantages over the interactive assess-
ment of the mitotic count in that it can further improve
reproducibility due to the fact that the program records
coordinates of the scanned area. So the program can be
run during the night to reduce the workload. Whenever
necessary, the automatically detected objects classified
as mitoses can be displayed on the screen on the mon-
itor and automatically relocated for direct inspection in
the microscope. An improvement in the detection of
mitoses may be expected using higher resolution, as
the shape of the mitoses are better resolved, at the
expense, however, of a slower performance. Further
improvement may be obtained by using an epithelium
specific stain such as CAM 5.2, an anticytokeratin 8
and 18 marker (Becton & Dickinson). Such a stain pro-
vides more effective discrimination between epithe-
lium and stroma. Finally, a proper mitosis-enhancing
staining procedure might facilitate the recognition of
mitotic figures.
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APPENDIX
Fisher Linear Discriminant rule

The final discrimination rule used in the application
is:

Object detected is classified as a cell when:
-.001*ODMASS + .412*ODMEAN +
.618*ODSTDEV + .003*MINGREY + .001*AREA
+ -.001*PERI + .059*CRAT + -.00002*BEND +
-.667*HOMOG > CELTRESH

as an artefact when: -.003*ODMASS +
-.069*ODMEAN + 0.0*ODSTDEV +
-.002*MINGREY + -.001*AREA + .012*PERI +
-.593*CRAT -t- 0.0*BEND + -.802*HOMOG >
ARTTRESH

and as a deviate when: -.003*ODMASS +
.68*ODMEAN + -.464*ODSTDEV +
.003*MINGREY + .001*AREA + .003*PERI +
-.130*CRAT -l- -.00005*BEND + .552*HOMOG >
DEVTRESH

where ODMASS, ODMEAN, and ODSTDEV stand for
sum, mean, and standard deviation of the integrated
optical density, MINGREY for minimum grey value,

PERI for perimeter, CRAT for contour ratio, BEND
for bending energy, and HOMOG for homogeneity.
CELTRESH = 0.073674; ARTTRESH = -1.2028;
DEVTRESH = 0.61822. If an object does not fulfill one
of these three rules, the object is classified as a mitosis.

AMIT

The AMIT can be found by using the following linear
equation:

AMIT
(1 - P) * MIT - p * NON

(a-B)

were alpha = 1, beta = 0.23, MIT is the number of
Mitoses and NON the number of Nonmitoses found
with the Automatic analysis (as shown in Table 3a).
This linear equation corrects the number of Mitoses
found automatically by a percentage of the number of
Nonmitoses found automatically. The total number of
Nonmitoses found is an indication of the number of
false positives.
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